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This year we hold our AGM at Glandford Mill on
Saturday 29th June, starting at 2.30pm. The half
hour of formal business will be followed by a talk
and visit to the river restoration work carried out

there last December, and the installation of a fish
pass in February. The project was managed by Tim
Jacklin of the Wild Trout Trust, the river restoration
work designed by Professor Richard Hey, both
playing the same key roles as they did on the very
successful project at Hunworth in August 2010.
Those who attended the AGM in Spring 2011,
hosted by the Stody Estate, will remember the
interesting talks given by them and others on the
river at Hunworth.

This is the second time the RGCG AGM has been
held at Glandford Mill, the previous occasion was in

2006, so we owe a double vote of thanks to owners
Willie and Amanda Brownlow. The day provides an
opportunity not only to see this most recent
completed major project on the Glaven, but to
celebrate that it will be almost exactly ten years to
the day (30th June) that the RGCG had their first
AGM, at Bayfield Hall in 2003.

There had been a considerable amount of
groundwork before reaching this point. In 1999 a
group met consisting of local naturalists, scientists,
riparian and major landowners, and a wider group
of residents who shared both an enthusiasm and
concerns for the river. From this pool of people
there evolved an informal steering group to seek a
way forward to protect and enhance the River
Glaven, its tributaries and flood plain meadows.
There was an Inaugural Meeting held in December
2000 to cast the net wider, and bring in more local
residents and develop a membership base for the
RGCG. The next landmark was a report on the
‘River Glaven: State of the Environment’, written by
Carl Sayer with support from Simon Lewin, and
printed in November 2002. At the first AGM we
came with a draft constitution, committee and a
half page five year summary action plan.

Our first Newsletter in Spring 2004, and second in
Autumn 2004, set the annual pattern for the
subsequent years, complete with the ‘mission
statement’ on partnership working which remains
unchanged since then. The development of the
RGCG, its activities and achievements, can be
tracked through our Newsletters. These are all
shown in chronological order on our web site,
which has recently been re-structured and also
contains some new features, including a blog
facility.

We look forward to seeing many of you on
the 29th June.
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Bayfield Lake is a beautiful long, thin, river-fed lake in
the lower Glaven valley. The lake was dug for
ornamental purposes in the late eighteenth century
and since this time it has slowly been filling up with
river-borne mud. But all is changing! From June to
October in 2012 a suction-dredger removed mud from
the lake as part of a river-floodplain restoration project.

More will be reported on this project soon but this
article focuses on the secrets that might be held in the
Bayfield mud.

My main area of research at University College London
(UCL) is the field of palaeolimnology. This particular
“ology” involves the collection of sediment cores from
lakes to reconstruct long-term (100s-1000s of years)
changes in their ecology.

Species from all parts of the lake food web leave
remains in mud cores including fish, invertebrates and
minute planktonic algae. By identifying and counting
these biological fossils we are able build up a picture

of past aquatic ecosystems to help inform on lost
species and in turn targets for restoration. We can
date the different sediment layers by various
innovative and maybe surprising means!

For example we can usually locate the 1963 layer in
cores by a peak in caesium concentrations which
represents the global peak in atomic weapons testing!

We can also identify the onset of the Industrial
Revolution (around 1850) by the first occurrence of
“soot” particles in our cores. In fact it is often before
this later date that we see more or less undisturbed
and very high quality aquatic environments.

This is what we plan to do at Bayfield Lake and on the
3rd of July, 2012 we (Ian Patmore, Tim Grapes,
Bernard Cooper and Carl Sayer) collected a 1 metre
long sediment core using our “Big Ben” coring system.
It was a beauty (see photo)!

In fact the core almost certainly extends back to the
formation of the lake but may also contain deposited
historic material carried down the river. Over the coming
months and years we hope to work out its ecological story.
Be sure to visit our new website www.riverglaven.co.uk

A 10th January work party organised by Henry Crawley
cleared a dense growth of 4-8ft high alder saplings that
had covered the river bank on both sides, just upstream of
Little Thornage Ford. The saplings were dug up, the root
systems discarded, and the remainder of the plants put to
use by weaving into a river narrowing revetment nearby
which required maintenance. Two very small saplings right
on the water edge were untouched; if left to grow to
maturity they can induce a river narrowing and 'bending'
effect. The stretch of river above the Ford is the site of the
2006 Cinderella project, mentioned in the Holt Hall article.
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Towards the end of last year concerns were being
voiced about the damaging influx of sand that was
suffocating the mussel beds in Blakeney Harbour. The
siltation has continued at an alarming rate, resulting in
the destruction of vast numbers of mussels, as even
those that were able to keep pace with the smothering
sand are unable to hold on, and are swept away,
leaving a decaying mass of shellfish buried within the
sand.

An initial thought that this might have been the result
of high rainfall throughout last summer bringing an
increased level of sediment down the Glaven has been
dismissed, as the material being deposited consists of
coarse-grained sand, not fine silt, and it is entering the
harbour from the west, on the seaward side.
In addition to the seriousness of the economic loss to
the mussel fisherman, there is a concern that the
adverse impact of the sand inundation must extend to
the ecology of the harbour as a whole and the wildlife
which depends upon it.

On the basis of consideration of any recent changes
along the shore that could potentially be implicated,
the development of Wells Harbour to service the needs
of the off-shore wind turbine industry has been
mentioned. Apart from the physical development of
the harbour, regular dredging at low tide to maintain
the approach channel depth has been approved and
implemented. It is very difficult to unravel the
movement of sediment along the Norfolk coast, and
establish and prove a clear link between cause and
effect. However a comprehensive study is now being
put in place with the aim of identifying the source of
the sand material, and whether the movement is due
to a human activity or a natural accretion; and could
there be a remedy to the problem.

A positive meeting with the commitment to further
investigation was held on the 27th March. Those
attending included the shell fishermen, Natural
England, Cefas (fish studies body), the Marine
Management Organisation, the fishermen local action
group, the Environment Agency and the Norfolk Coast
Partnership. The RGCG are not involved, but take a
‘watching’ interest, as what happens in the river
estuary can have implications for the river as a whole;
not least when efforts are being made to improve the
‘connectivity’ of sea and river for migratory fish.
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The present mill was built at Glandford in 1907 by
Sir Alfred Jodrell, who lived at Bayfield Hall. William
Cook was the miller at Glandford in 1819, and a
letter written by him in 1824 records that the tides
running up the Glaven from the coast would pass
through the waterwheel into the mill dam beyond.
The mill finally ceased to operate around WW2. By
1969 the waterwheel had been removed, and in
1985 the property was bought by Mr and Mrs Willie
Brownlow.

Since the 1940s the mill pond has continued to silt
up to the stage where it was two metres deep over
much of the pond area, with a dense covering of
rush vegetation. Opening the sluices and draining
down the pond showed there remained a river
channel which ran hard along the western boundary
of the pond area (left side viewed from the ford).
This boundary and that on the east side are
delineated by a brick wall, and a hard stone base
sloped from the ford to the mill.

The original course of the river, diverted to run
straight into a mill on its present site, still carries
some water, running down the centre of the lower-
lying meadow to the immediate east of the mill pond.
The diversion would have occurred in an earlier ‘off-
line’ build of the mill.

The William Cook letter is of interest in indicating the
freer passage that migratory fish would have had in
moving between river and sea compared with today.
More generally our rivers have seen over many
generations the building of a range of different struc-
tures which makes fish passage the subject to great
or even insurmountable constraints. This has been
recognised and acted upon by the Water Framework
Directive, one aim of which is to improve the situa-
tion for species such as sea and brown trout (actually
one and the same) and eels.

There are measures being planned to make
improvements at various parts of the Glaven as
regards fish ‘access’. The work now completed at
Glandford Mill combined this with an opportunity to
also implement river restoration work between the
ford and the mill.

Methods for improving fish passage vary according to
the nature of the site, and the constraints inherent in
them. Most often the site can either ‘accommodate’ a
change, or some type of bypass solution is possible.
In the case of Glandford Mill, with the waterwheel
long gone, there was an opportunity to design a fish
pass which sits within the building.

On river restoration, the opportunity was to utilise
the principles applied at Hunworth and create a new
channel alignment and river bed profile. The new
channel is both sinuous and central to the pond area,
the bed sculpted to varying depths to include four
deep pool stretches and four shallow areas topped
with gravel to form a riffle, with wide pool areas
beside the ford and mill. The riffles have to take
account of the gradient fall between the ford and the
mill, and the imported gravel have a distribution of
particle size such that the riffles are both stable and
suitable for wildlife habitat needs, such as fish
spawning.

This type of work requires a considerable amount of
detailed and technical specialist calculations and
planning, and must be submitted to meet the
requirements for an Environment Agency licence to
carry out the work; in this case it was also necessary
to obtain land use planning permission and a licence
for fish rescue before commencing the plant work.
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The first practical work stage in the programme was to
drain down the pond area and allow the deep matt of
rooted vegetation and bare silt areas to dry out
sufficiently for diggers (and people!) to work on
the site. This required some lowering of the sill wall to
the waterwheel housing area as well as opening both
left and right sluices. This ‘drain down’ took some six
months.

The largest part of the channel realignment work took
place in October 2012. During this period the river was
diverted into the original channel to the west so that
the preparatory work on the fish pass could take place
as well as maintain ‘dry’ conditions for the two diggers
– one working from the mill end, and one from the
ford. Excess silt and soil material was removed from
the site by dumper truck, and later again removed to
be spread on an arable field. Throughout the work the
diggers had to operate from a base of large wooden
mats made from sleepers, which could be lifted and
nudged from place to place by the diggers as they
progressed; and at all times an exit ‘pathway’ and
working area for digger and dumper truck.

The new alignment of the channel was designed to
‘touch’ the existing channel at two points, and an
upstream section of existing channel at both points

was not back-filled, so that two small backwaters
were formed. About half of the silt material on-site
was removed in total, and the other half stored on
site for re-deployment for back-filling operations.
Good and specific use was also made from the
materials on site, in particular for the banks of the
new channel which were formed by cutting out
large blocks where the silt was tightly bound by the
root mass of rush growth. A few alder trees in the
line along the east bank had been cut down to gain
access for digger work, and the root bases used in
the bank construction facing the ford (and the
branches in revetments where existing channel was

retained).
The entrance to the new river channel from the

reformed pond area at the ford needed some strong
protection as the banks there would face the full
force of water that would come down the river
following a heavy rain event. The banks facing the
ford provide a narrowing down to the entrance of
the new channel and were secured into the river
bed using the root and stump of the felled alder
trees at the west and east ‘corners’, supplemented
by chestnut stake and hazel faggot revetment. Plus
the ‘vegetation ‘blocks’, and in front of all large
cobbles were placed.
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Behind all the banking of vegetated blocks along the
new channel, the wetter and fluid silt was spread to
the pre-determined level required for the new
floodplain within the west and east boundaries of the
old pond area. In addition to the use of the sluices, in
high flow following heavy rain, flood water can
escape via three existing spillways in the right bank
and discharge into the lower-lying floodplain meadow
which carries the original course of the river.

The fish pass is located in a culvert underneath the
mill and is designed to assist fish ‘up and over’ a fall
in height of about 1 metre (3 foot). The pass consists
of a chute set at a gradient of 15% (about 1 in 7)
with baffles at the base which agitate the water flow
in such a way as to slow it down and make it possible
for fish to swim up the slope. In addition, a mat of
green plastic bristles is positioned on the vertical wall
at the side of the pass to enable eels to move
upstream. The fish pass carries a good flow of water
which is important so that the fish can find the
entrance. There are two culverts under the mill and
the second (see above) has the crest of its weir
lowered to accommodate flood flows; it also provided
a useful bypass so that the fish pass could be
constructed in the dry, behind coffer dams.

The location of the pass in a restricted space beneath
the mill presented some interesting construction
challenges. A firm footing had to be created on the
base of the culvert to which the fish pass could be
secured; the existing one was surprisingly flimsy and
suffering from years of erosion. The pass was built in
sections, and following a trial assembly in the factory,
installed piece-by-piece under the mill, the
contractors working from a floating pontoon
downstream of the mill. The wet and cold weather in
January and February added to the challenge but the
construction was completed and water flowed down
the pass for the first time in early March, opening up
a route for fish migration for the first time in at least
a century.

Fish pass, position and construction

Fish pass in flow
(eels to the right please)
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It has been a busy start to the year on Blakeney
National Nature Reserve. On Blakeney Freshes
our annual ditching works have been completed

which involves removing silt and is done on a
rotation. The Freshes are extremely wet, which
has proved to be an issue with regard to our
routine management as vehicular access was
limited to prevent damage to the land. The wet
conditions have also limited reed-cutting,
restricting it to the west end of the Freshes.

There have been some advantages to the
wetness; up to 1,000 Pink-footed Geese were
counted utilising the wet fields and the
conditions are good for Lapwings. Also

there have been a couple of Bittern sightings so
far this year.

The winter has also been very busy with the
Lifeboat House renovation on Blakeney Point.
The exterior of the building has been entirely
re-clad, front doors imitating the original build-
ing design have been reinstated and living
conditions inside have been improved for the
rangers. Returning rangers Ajay and Paul,
along with new recruit Matt, will be moving in at
the start of April. Also, Chris is returning as
seasonal ranger on the wider reserve. Other
work ongoing at the moment includes moving
land into a Higher Level Stewardship scheme to
get funding to deliver significant environmental
benefits over the next 10 years, this will involve
improving habitats for wildlife across the
reserve.

There are a number of upcoming guided walks,
so check our web-site for information and book-
ings (nationaltrust.org.uk/blakeney). You can
also visit our blog
(norfolkcoastnationaltrust.blogspot.co.uk) and
follow us on twitter
(twitter.com/NorfolkCoastNT) to keep updated
with wildlife news throughout the season.

Ajay Tegala, Seasonal Ranger

Completed river restoration work, as at February 2013.

View downstream from the ford footbridge; and upstream from the west bank, mill area to ford.
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News in brief

Holt Hall is Norfolk County Council’s Field Study
Centre. It is run by the Environment and Outdoor
Learning Team and one of our main aims is to support
schools with their delivery of the curriculum.

The very real experience of standing in a river makes
education come alive. A student asked why the water
was flowing from right to left. The students discussed
the issue themselves, standing in the water, and
reached their own conclusion that the force of gravity
was pulling the water downhill. Another student asked
why there was deep mud at the side of the river but
stones in the middle. The group found out for
themselves by walking in the river, disturbing the mud
and then watching to see what happened when they
got out again. The mud settled in the slower areas and
was transported where the velocity was faster. They
measured the velocity and drew their own conclusions.

Outdoor learning gives students opportunities to work
things out for themselves. It enriches many areas of
the curriculum and is essential to an understanding of
natural processes.

The Glaven is a perfect river for students to
investigate as it is short enough to study from
source to sea in one day, and shallow enough to
get into and measure.

Around 900 students a year visit the Glaven with
Holt Hall. Of those, the majority are junior school
students learning about the formation of their local
landscape. ‘A’ level students also work on the
Glaven, learning about river dynamics, water quality
and river management. The Cinderella Project has
provided students with a fantastic example of ‘soft
engineering’ where engineering works with the
natural processes in the river.

We would like to thank all the land owners who give
us permission to take students onto their sites and
we are very pleased to be involved with the River
Glaven Conservation Group.

Julia Mumford-Smith is Lead Tutor at Holt Hall Field
Study Centre, www.holthall.norfolkedunet.gov.uk
office@holthall.norfolkedunet.gov.uk

Robin Combe Chairman 01263 712058
Ian Shepherd Secretary 01263 713370
Tori Shepherd Treasurer & Membership Secretary

Web site www.riverglaven.co.uk

We aim to work in friendly
collaboration with

landowners and farmers,
conservation organisations
and relevant public bodies.

•  Anne Rolfe will be nominated at the AGM as our new Treasurer and Membership Secretary,  with Tori
   Shepherd stepping down. We will extend our welcome to Anne, and express our thanks to Tori for her
   three years in the role.
•  A very successful two days (11th, 12th April) were had on the Gunthorpe Stream with consultant Nigel
   Holmes, and organised by Henry Crawley. On the first day these two were joined by Jim Crossley, Robin
   Combe and Ian Shepherd to plan in more detail the longer term programme of restoration measures on
   this long tributary; and on the second day, with the further great help of another half dozen volunteers,
   eleven small scale measures were put in place on land at Brinton Hall.
•  River restoration work has been carried out upstream of Wiveton Bridge, involving the River Glaven
   Fishing Association, the Norfolk Rivers Trust and the Environment Agency. This project and the Gunthorpe
   Stream  work will be reported in our next Newsletter.
.


